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The aim of the investigation was to study the relationship between $^{18}$F-furodeoxyglucose ($^{18}$F-FDG) and $^{11}$C-methionine accumulation levels and the activity degree of inflammatory process in patients with pulmonary tuberculosis using positron emission tomography (PET).

Materials and Methods. We analyzed the findings of multi-spiral computed tomography, PET with $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine in 45 operated patients with tuberculosis. Chest PET was performed according to a standard protocol, 120 min after $^{18}$F-FDG administration and 15 min after $^{11}$C-methionine injection. The processing of PET findings included visual image analysis and calculations Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) in an intact lung and tuberculoma area. In addition to radiological methods we used luminescent microscopy of sputum smear, culture sputum, and polymerase chain reaction. Tuberculosis morphological activity was assessed according to B.M. Ariel classification.

Results. According to laboratory techniques, bacterial activity of tuberculosis was found in 25 patients (55.5%). PET with $^{18}$F-FDG in all patients showed radiopharmaceutical hyperfixation focus in tuberculoma area that indicated the inflammatory process activity. In PET with $^{11}$C-methionine, the accumulation of radiopharmaceuticals in tuberculoma area was revealed only in 27 patients (60%). SUV analysis showed accumulation levels in PET with both radiopharmaceuticals to increase in proportion to the growth of tuberculosis activity rate.

Conclusion. Accumulation levels of $^{18}$F-FDG and, to a lesser degree, $^{11}$C-methionine reflect morphological activity of tuberculosis. Since $^{11}$C-methionine does not accumulate at all or accumulates in small amounts in I, II, III morphological activity tuberculomas, $^{11}$C-methionine is preferable to use to differentiate pulmonary cancer and tuberculosis. The informativeness of laboratory techniques in post-therapy tuberculosis activity determination is low.
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 Until recently, in many countries worldwide pulmonary tuberculosis is one of the most significant and socially important medical problems related to its high prevalence rate (mainly, among working age population), the problems of early diagnosis of an inflammatory process, as well as the growing number of newly diagnosed cases of multidrug resistant tuberculosis. Frequently, low chemosensitivity is found in patients with destructive tuberculosis forms: tuberculomas with cavities, as well as cavitary disease and fibro-cavernous tuberculosis. As a rule, lung cavitation is a crucial point in the course of the disease, since there is high risk of brochogenic involvement. Early surgical techniques enable to improve considerably the disease outcome in these patients. Moreover, time and extent of the surgery directly depend on the inflammatory process activity usually assessed by the complex of clinical, radiological, laboratory findings and functional data. However, the combined use of these techniques enables to assess adequately the activity of tuberculosis process both in the lung and also in lymphatic basins not in all cases.

The present work for the first time has studied the
feasibilities of positron emission tomography (PET) with $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose ($^{18}$F-FDG) and $^{11}$C-methionine to determine pulmonary tuberculosis activity by comparing morphological and metabolic data in patients with tuberculomas. The reasons that brought us about using $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine as tuberculosis activity markers were the reports of various authors about the property of the mentioned radiopharmaceuticals (RP) to accumulate not only in malignancies but also in inflammation foci [1–4]. In addition, many researchers indicate that the levels of $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine accumulation in inflammation areas depending on the disease etiology may vary between very wide limits [5]. In patients with local pneumonfibrosis the uptake intensity of both RP, as a rule, slightly exceeds the level of their accumulation in intact pulmonary parenchyma. However, the accumulation indices of $^{18}$F-FDG and, to a lesser extent, $^{11}$C-methionine, in active tuberculosis patients are oftimes in the same interval with uptake levels recorded in lung cancer patients. Maximum accumulation indices of both RP indistinguishable from those in patients with lung cancer are found in patients with lung abscess. Moreover, in patients with the same inflammatory disease accumulation levels of both $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine can also differ significantly [5, 6].

Based on the above mentioned, we supposed that a wide range of both RP uptake levels registered in the inflammation foci depends not only on etiology, but also reflects the degree of the disease activity. According to our reckoning, the study of the relationship between these criteria will enable to apply PET as the secondary non-invasive technique to determine the inflammatory process activity, as well as help deal with the causes of false-positive results sometimes obtained when using a differential diagnostic method for lung cancer and some non-neoplastic lung diseases, e.g., tuberculosis.

The aim of the investigation was to study the relationship between $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose and $^{11}$C-methionine accumulation levels and the activity degree of inflammatory process in patients with pulmonary tuberculosis using positron emission tomography.

Materials and Methods. For the purpose of the study we analyzed retrospectively the findings of multi-spiral computed tomography (MSCT), as well as PET with $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine in 45 patients after radical surgery for tuberculoma aged from 26 to 60 years. All patients before surgery received anti-tuberculosis drug therapy within 12.4±2.6 months.

The present retrospective study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Russian Research Centre for Radiology and Surgical Technologies, Ministry of Healthcare of Russia and complies with the Declaration of Helsinki (adopted in June, 1964 (Helsinki, Finland) and revised in October, 2000 (Edinburg, Scotland)). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. PET was performed according to a standard protocol consisting in sequential chest scanning 120 min after $^{18}$F-FDG administration, and 15 min after $^{11}$C-methionine injection. The study with $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine was carried out in different days. So, $^{11}$C-methionine-PET was performed on the following day after $^{18}$F-FDG-PET. The processing of data regardless of RP used included a visual study of tomoscintigrams in order to reveal the areas of high RP accumulation in tuberculoma, and the calculation of maximum standardized uptake value (SUV). SUV was calculated automatically taking into consideration the indices of physical half-life of the used radionuclide by the formula:

\[
SUV = \frac{\text{radioactivity concentration in the range of interest (MBq/g)}}{\text{administered activity of RP (MBq)/body}}
\]

Apart from MSCT, PET with $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine all patients underwent complex laboratory examination. To assess a patient's capability to bacterioexcretion, we performed luminescent microscopy of sputum smear prepared using fluorochrome dyes — 0.1% auramine O and 0.01% rhodamine C. In addition, in all patients we studied culture sputum using Lowenstein–Jensen and Finn-II solid media, as well as computer-assisted system BACTEС MGIT 960 (BD, USA). The findings were assessed on the average 2–3 weeks after culture. Moreover, to isolate acid-fast microbacterium and determine its type in all cases we used polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which enables to reveal amplified nucleotide sequences IS6110 tracing Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex. PCR findings were assessed on an analyzer iCycler iQ 5 (BioRad, USA) in real-time mode.

After radiological and clinical laboratory examination all patients with tuberculomas underwent radical organ preserving surgeries: segmental and lobar resections combined with regional lymph node dissection. After a detailed study of a removed macroscopic specimen it was fixed in 10% neutral formaline. Further, the preparations were hematoxylin-eosin, and van Gieson and Ziehl–Nielsen stained.

The activity of tuberculosis process was assessed using B.M. Ariel classification [7] indicating the relationship between caseous necrotic masses and fibrous changes revealed in the tuberculoma and adjacent pulmonary tissue. Simultaneously we determined the stage of bronchi and regional lymph nodes involvement in an inflammatory process. According to the mentioned classification, 5 tuberculosis activity degrees were distinguished: subsiding inflammatory process was referred to activity degree I, limited active tuberculosis — II degree, stable inflammatory process — III degree, inflammatory changes with the progression starting — IV degree, acute progressive tuberculosis — V degree. The patients were grouped based on this classification.

PET findings were statistically processed using parametric and nonparametric statistics. Descriptive statistical methods included estimated arithmetic mean
Results. According to laboratory findings bacterial activity of tuberculosis was found in 25 (55.5%) of 45 examined patients with lung tuberculomas: in one patient — according to luminescent microscopy of sputum smear, in 7 — by culture sputum assessment, in 17 — by PCR.

Chest MSCT in all patients with tuberculomas showed a single mass in pulmonary parenchyma. Radiological pattern of the mass, as well as the surrounding pulmonary parenchyma depended on tuberculoma stage. The sizes of the found masses varied from 1.0 to 5.6 cm and averaged to 1.97±0.22 cm. Most frequently, 26 out of 45 patients (57.8%) had subpleural tuberculomas located in different segments of the right upper lung.

\(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET revealed RP hyperfixation focus in tuberculoma area in all examined patients (n=45) that indicated the activity of an inflammatory process. Maximum SUV levels in the revealed foci varied from 0.88 to 10.3 and averaged 2.85±0.35, SUV in intact pulmonary parenchyma being 0.60±0.05.

\(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET showed RP accumulation in tuberculoma area in 27 out of 45 examined patients (60%), and maximum SUV levels in the revealed foci varied from 1.0 to 5.0, and averaged 2.03±0.17. The rest patients (n=18, 40%) with tuberculomas were found to have background RP accumulation corresponding to normal pulmonary parenchyma. SUV in intact pulmonary parenchyma was 1.0±0.02.

The distribution analysis of SUV calculated for \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET and \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET in tuberculosis area depending on the inflammatory process activity (See the Table) showed that SUV increased as far as the tuberculosis activity grew, when both RP were used. \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET demonstrated significant differences between SUV levels in group 1 and 2 patients (p=0.0044), as well as group 3 and 4 patients (p=0.0286). \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET showed similar results. In patients with inflammatory process remission in the lung SUV were significantly lower than in patients with II degree of activity (p=0.0121). In groups with III and IV degrees of activity SUV indices also differed significantly (p=0.0055). On the other hand, SUV values did not significantly differ at both \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET and \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET in patients with II and III, as well as with IV and V degrees of tuberculosis activity (p=0.05). It should be noted that in PET with both RP in patients with the remission of the inflammatory process SUV levels in tuberculosis area did not significantly differ from those recorded in intact pulmonary parenchyma. However, the patients with progressive tuberculosis (IV and V degrees) had the highest SUV both in \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET and \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET.

Fig. 1, 2 present the findings of MSCT, \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET and \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET in a 49-year-old patient K. with

**Table:** Distribution of SUV indices calculated at \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET and \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET in tuberculosis area depending on the inflammatory process activity degree (M±m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuberculosis activity degree</th>
<th>SUV levels in (^{18})F-FDG-PET</th>
<th>SUV levels in (^{11})C-methionine-PET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I degree — subsiding inflammatory process (n=7)</td>
<td>0.88±0.15 (from 0.8 to 1.8)</td>
<td>1.01±0.01 (from 1.0 to 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II degree — limited active tuberculosis (n=11)</td>
<td>2.38±0.60 (from 0.9 to 5.8)</td>
<td>1.26±0.13 (from 1.0 to 1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III degree — stable inflammatory process (n=15)</td>
<td>2.70±0.29 (from 1.2 to 5.3)</td>
<td>1.31±0.09 (from 1.0 to 2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV degree — inflammatory changes with the progression starting (n=7)</td>
<td>4.07±0.66 (from 2.24 to 6.1)</td>
<td>2.30±0.27 (from 1.3 to 2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V degree — acute progressive tuberculosis (n=5)</td>
<td>7.45±2.85 (from 4.6 to 10.3)</td>
<td>3.45±1.55 (from 1.9 to 5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** MSCT (a) of S6 segment of the right lung shows a rounded dense mass (arrow), 1.9×2.1×1.9 cm in size, with heterogeneous structure due to the calcification of peripheral parts. Around the mass there are the signs of increased pulmonary vascularity mainly due to the interstitial process. \(^{18}\)F-FDG-PET (b), the view of the mass, in segment S6 of the right lung shows the ring-shaped lesion of pathological RP hyperfixation (arrow) (in the centre there is ametabolic zone), SUV=3.3. \(^{11}\)C-methionine-PET (c), the view of the mass, in segment S6 of the right lung shows the ring-shaped lesion of pathological RP hyperfixation (arrow) (in the centre there is ametabolic zone), SUV=1.6
Fig. 2. A fragment of caseous necrotic lesion in a female patient with III activity degree tuberculoma. Caseous masses (1) are friable, contain detritus, and have partial parietal, irregularly marked structural arrangement. Caseous masses are surrounded by a two-layered capsule: an inner layer consisting of epithelioid cells (2) with single multinucleated giant cells (arrows), an outer layer is a formed fibrous capsule (3) with persisting lymphoplasmocytic infiltration. A small-sized bronchus (4) with chronic catarrhal inflammation is closely adjacent to the lesion wall.

the right lower tuberculoma, the morphological data being illustrated.

Discussion. Pulmonary tuberculosis treatment regardless its clinical form is well known to be a long, time-consuming process, and unfortunately, it does not always result in complete recovery. Generally, the therapy of newly diagnosed pulmonary tuberculosis is conservative including tuberculostatic chemotherapy against a strict hygienic and dietary regimen. However, in case of medical therapy failure, as a rule, a combination therapy is used including surgery. The decision of surgery, its character, time and volume directly depend on the extension and activity of tuberculosis process. Tuberculoma is one of clinical forms of secondary tuberculosis, and lung resection following the conservative treatment is actually the only chance for a patient to avoid the disease progression. However, to make a decision of the necessary operative therapy one should have a true representation of the tuberculosis process activity. Frequently, in patients with tuberculomas, it is a challenging task, especially if an X-ray pattern is stable and there are no laboratory signs of bacterioexcretion. Meanwhile, the decision if the surgery is reasonable should be made as early as within the first 6 months after conservative treatment initiation, which usually appears to be ineffective in patients with tuberculomas. Conservative treatment failure is due to a fibrous capsule of tuberculoma, the capsule being almost impermeable for chemotherapeutic agents.

The findings of the present study have clearly demonstrated the difficulties, which appear when estimating the activity of tuberculosis process after conservative treatment by determining the presence or absence of bacterioexcretion in patients with tuberculomas. According to our findings, after bacterioscopy of sputum smear, the estimation of culture sputum, and PCR, bacterial activity of tuberculosis was found only in 25 patients (55.5%). Bacterioexcretion in all patients clearly indicated the failure of medical therapy and was a direct surgical indication. However, as for the rest patients is concerned, who had no laboratory data for bacterioexcretion ability, their surgical indications should be considered as relative, and these patients should be referred to as a group of clinically treated patients. Instead, according to histological findings, all these patients retained morphological signs of the disease activity.

The study of the findings of \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG-PET} \) following the medical therapy showed the activity of tuberculosis process to be recorded in all cases that completely agree with histological findings. So, \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG-PET} \) in all examined patients regardless their ability to bacterioexcretion revealed in tuberculoma area an increased \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG} \) uptake that indicated persisting activity of tuberculosis process in spite of the treatment provided.

\( ^{11}\text{C}-\text{methionine-PET} \) findings appeared to be less conclusive, and were consistent with the laboratory data. So, \( ^{11}\text{C}-\text{methionine-PET} \) showed RP hyperfixation in tuberculoma, which means the activity of a specific process, the hyperfixation being recorded in 27 patients only (60%). Moreover, the patients of the main group with tuberculomas accumulated \( ^{11}\text{C}-\text{methionine} \) were those with nascent progression of tuberculosis and acute progressive tuberculosis (IV and V degrees of activity). RP SUV levels of the patients despite the persisting tuberculosis activity were low, or did not differ at all from the indices recorded in intact pulmonary parenchyma. Morphological characteristics of tuberculomas in these patients corresponded to remission, local active or stable tuberculosis, i.e. referred to I, II and III degrees of tuberculosis activity.

Thus, the obtained results enabled to conclude that it is reasonable to perform \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG-PET} \) to determine the tuberculosis process activity, especially in patients with ambiguous, mainly laboratory, data on their response to the treatment provided. It is \( ^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG-PET} \), which results coincided with the morphological data of tuberculomas. The use of \( ^{11}\text{C}-\text{methionine} \) made it possible to confirm...
the activity of an inflammatory process in 60% patients only. However, PET appeared to be unnecessary, since the same was revealed by laboratory diagnostics. In this regard, we concluded it is unreasonable to use $^{11}$C-methionine to determine the activity of tuberculosis process.

It should be noted that when analyzing the findings, we aimed at studying the capabilities of PET to determine the lung tuberculosis activity. Meanwhile, in most researches concerned with the use of PET in patients with respiratory pathology, the technique is used to solve quite different problems, related primarily to differential diagnosis of lung cancer and inflammatory diseases. In addition, the overwhelming majority of foreign and Russian researchers report that the accuracy of $^{18}$F-FDG-PET in differentiating malignant and inflammatory lesions in the lungs is low due to an increased RP uptake in the inflammation area [1, 3]. A few authors report on similar problems of false-positive results of $^{11}$C-methionine-PET [2, 4]. However, the findings of a comparative study of the informativeness of $^{18}$F-FDG-PET and $^{11}$C-methionine-PET in differentiation of tumor and inflammatory pulmonary diseases we previously published indicate $^{11}$C-methionine to be more effective [5, 6]. According to these findings, the sensitivity of $^{11}$C-methionine-PET and $^{18}$F-FDG-PET in differentiating lung cancer and inflammatory diseases was 89.5 and 91.8%, specificity — 82.8 and 52.2%, diagnostic accuracy — 86.9 and 79.5%, respectively.

From our point of view, the peculiarities of $^{18}$F-FDG and $^{11}$C-methionine distribution in tuberculomas depending on their morphological activity revealed in the present study enable not only to estimate the role and the position of the technique in tuberculosis activity assessment, but also explain significant differences in PET informativeness when using RP to solve the problems dealing with lung cancer and tuberculosis differentiation. According to our reckoning, the main cause of lower information value of $^{18}$F-FDG-PET in differential diagnostics of lung masses is $^{18}$F-FDG ability to accumulate in inflammatory foci in tuberculosis forms of any morphological activity including I and II activity degrees. In turn, it results in many false negative results obtained by $^{18}$F-FDG-PET. In addition, the ability of $^{11}$C-methionine to accumulate only in inflammatory foci characterized by high (IV and V) activity degrees enables to assess the character of a lung lesion more accurately. In this regard, we came to the conclusion that it is preferable to use $^{11}$C-methionine to differentiate tumor and inflammatory lung (primarily, tuberculosis) diseases.

**Conclusion.** The informativeness of laboratory techniques to determine post-therapeutic activity of an inflammatory process in patients with tuberculomas is low. $^{18}$F-FDG-PET helps determine tuberculosis activity, especially in patients with ambiguous laboratory data on the response to treatment. It is unreasonable to use $^{11}$C-methionine to solve these problems.

$^{18}$F-FDG accumulation levels directly depend on the morphological activity of tuberculosis. Increased $^{11}$C-methionine accumulation in tuberculoma area is found only if the morphological activity of the disease is high. $^{11}$C-methionine is preferable to use for differential diagnosis of lung cancer and active tuberculosis.
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